Golden Nugget Launches New Mobile Sportsbook in New Jersey
With Scientific Games
OpenSports™ migration provides operator’s players with a slick and stable
experience
LAS VEGAS – March 24, 2021 – Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS)
(“Scientific Games” or the “Company”) has launched its comprehensive mobile sports betting
solution with leading U.S. casino operator Golden Nugget Online Gaming (NASDAQ:
GNOG) in New Jersey.
The deployment will see Golden Nugget’s customers benefit from the OpenSports product
suite and managed trading services from Don Best Sports, as the operator migrates onto
Scientific Games’ leading sports betting technology. This includes the launch of a native iOS
application that allows users to enjoy a unified experience and navigate through Golden
Nugget’s full offering through a single app.
Last month, Golden Nugget launched online casino and digital sports betting content in
Michigan with Scientific Games, allowing players in ‘the Mitten State’ to experience a wide
range of in-house and third-party content and wager on sports via the OpenSports and
OpenGamingTM platform.
The New Jersey digital sports betting launch with Golden Nugget adds further weight to
Scientific Games’ presence in the U.S. market, with the Company set to strengthen its
partnership with the leading operator later this year by delivering its OpenGaming platform in
Pennsylvania.
Thomas Winter, President, Golden Nugget Online Gaming said: “Scientific Games’
OpenSports platform has a well-deserved reputation for being robust and scalable and our
initial experience in Michigan, amid a very busy sporting period, has been positive. As we
expand together across the U.S., we are delighted to enter the next phase of our partnership
in New Jersey, where players will be able to enjoy an upgraded betting experience and
advanced product features such as Bet Builder, Parlay Boosts, Daily Enhanced Odds
(Golden Lines, Notorious Vig), Quick Parlays, Same-Game Parlays, Cash Out and
promotions such as Next Bet On Us!””
Cathryn Lai, SVP and GM U.S., Digital at Scientific Games, said: “Golden Nugget’s launch in
New Jersey represents an exciting and important milestone in a partnership that we believe
will flourish right across the U.S. moving forward. It serves as a testament to the power of
OpenSports, which is ready to take the player offering in the Garden State to new heights.”
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About Scientific Games
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in entertainment offering
dynamic games, systems and services for casino, lottery, social gaming, online gaming and
sports betting. Scientific Games offers the gaming industry's broadest and most integrated

portfolio of game content, advanced systems, cutting-edge platforms and professional
services. Committed to responsible gaming, Scientific Games delivers what customers and
players value most: trusted security, engaging entertainment content, operating efficiencies
and innovative technology. For more information, please visit scientificgames.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the
meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking
statements can be identified by words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements
are based upon management's current expectations, assumptions and estimates and are
not guarantees of timing, future results or performance. Therefore, you should not rely on
any of these forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. Actual results may
differ materially from those contemplated in these statements due to a variety of risks,
uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described in our filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), including Scientific Games’ current
reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form
10-K filed with the SEC on March 1, 2021 (including under the headings "Forward-Looking
Statements" and "Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they
are made and, except for Scientific Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal
securities laws, Scientific Games undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forwardlooking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

